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Periodic Fever Syndromes



Definition

three or more episodes of unexplained fevers in a 6-month period, 
occurring at least 7 days apart



• These conditions may demonstrate strict periodicity or recur with 
varying intervals between attacks

• Specific genetic mutations have been linked to some syndromes, 
although the etiology of others remains obscure



HEREDITARY AUTOINFLAMMATORY 
SYNDROMES

The term autoinflammatory has been used to describe a group of 
illnesses characterized by attacks of seemingly unprovoked 

inflammation without significant levels of either autoantibodies or 
antigen-specific T cells more characteristic of autoimmune disease

the autoinflammatory diseases represent disorders of the innate 
immune system



• In general, adaptive immunity plays a much more prominent role in 
the more classically recognized autoimmune disorders, such as 
systemic lupus erythematosus, whereas the monogenic 
autoinflammatory diseases are primarily inborn errors of innate 
immunity





• Autoinflammatory diseases exhibit episodic or persistent 
inflammation characterized by an acute-phase response with 
elevation of the erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR), C-reactive 
protein (CRP), and serum amyloid A (AA)

• In some patients, untreated autoinflammatory disorders over time 
will lead to AA amyloidosis



• It is important to note that autoinflammatory disorders are rare,
whereas fever in childhood caused by innocuous illness is very 
common

• The approach to a child with fevers should include :

✓a detailed history

✓physical examination, and

✓ limited laboratory investigations 

to rule out other conditions that lead to fevers, including 
autoimmune disorders and malignancies



CLASSIFICATION OF AUTOINFLAMMATORY
DISORDERS

• autosomal recessive :

✓familial Mediterranean fever )FMF(

✓hyper-IgD with periodic fever syndrome )HIDS(

• autosomal dominant :

• TRAPS

• (CAPS), or cryopyrinopathies (FCAS ; MWS; NOMID(

(fever, neutrophilic urticaria-likeskin rash, and joint involvement)



classification according to the predominant 
mechanism

• interleukin (IL)-1ß-activation diseases

• protein-folding disorders

• nuclear factor κB (NF-κB)–activation disorders 

• interferonopathies

• other cytokine-signaling disorders

• complementopathies



• A variety of mendelian autoinflammatory disorders may or may not
exhibit prominent fevers and are not considered periodic fever 
syndromes but do have continuous or repeated episodes of 
spontaneous inflammation with unique clinical characteristics :

PAPA; DIRA ; Blau syndrome ; DADA2



interferonopathies

• inappropriate interferon expression:

• chronic atypical neutrophilic dermatosis with lipodystrophy and 
elevated temperature (CANDLE(



Complex mode of inheritance

• PFAPA

• CRMO

• systemic-onset juvenile idiopathic arthritis 

• Behçet disease 

• Crohn disease 













TRAPS
Cutaneous findings associated 
with TRAPS may consist of 
macular areas of erythema on 
the torso (A) or on an extremity 
(B).



TRAPS
Sagittal views of the proximal thighs 
of a TRAPS patient demonstrating 
edematous changes within muscle 
compartments (black arrows), here 
and extending to the skin (white

arrows)



NOMID
An urticaria-like rash is usually present at 
birth or during the first months of life. B, The

rash is nonpruritic and papular



NOMID
Joint involvement in NOMID is most commonly 
asymmetrical and chiefly involves the knees.

A, The arthropathy can cause gross deformity of 
the joints with contractures. B, A hallmark of 
NOMID is a bizarre enlargement of the ossified 
portions of the epiphyses of the involved joints




